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Abstract

The soot-luminosity boundaries (near the laminar smoke-point condition) of steady nonbuoyant round
carbon/air laminar-jet diffusion flames at microgravity were found from color video images obtained on
during three flights of the Space Shuttle Columbia (flights STS-83, STS-94, and STS-107); these test co
included ethylene- and propane-fueled flames burning in still air at an ambient temperature of 300 K, a
pressures of 35–130 kPa, jet exit diameters of 0.40–2.70 mm, and jet exit Reynolds numbers of 46–1186
steady round flames, with most of the flames near the laminar smoke-point condition (including flam
emitting and not emitting soot). These results were supplemented by observations of the flame-sheet
(locations where the local mixture fraction is stoichiometric) of nonbuoyant round soot-free and soot-con
hydrocarbon/air laminar-jet diffusion flames at microgravity found from filtered color images (at the CH
or 430± 5 nm) obtained using a 2.2-s free-fall facility; these test conditions included methane-, ethan
propane-fueled flames burning in still air at an ambient temperature of 300 K, ambient pressures of 25–
jet exit diameters of 0.42–3.25 mm, and jet exit Reynolds numbers of 10–625. Simplified expressions to e
soot-luminosity boundaries (near the laminar smoke-point condition) and flame-sheet locations were obta
ing the classic analysis of D.B. Spalding (Combustion and Mass Transfer, Pergamon, New York, 1979,
extended empirically to account for the presence of soot luminosity for flames near the laminar smoke-po
dition. The extended Spalding analysis provided good correlations of both soot-luminosity boundaries (
laminar smoke-point condition) and flame-sheet locations for flames having short characteristic residen
where radiative heat losses from the flames were small. These results showed that soot-luminosity len
the laminar smoke-point condition were roughly twice as long as the flame-sheet location for both soot-fre
and soot-containing flames under comparable conditions due to the presence of luminous soot particle
the flame sheet within the fuel-lean portion of the flames.
 2005 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Observations of steady, nonbuoyant round hyd
carbon-fueled laminar-jet nonpremixed (diffusio
flames burning in still air are described, consid
ing both soot-containing and soot-free (blue) flam
Steady laminar diffusion flames are of interest
cause they provide model flame systems that are
more tractable for theoretical and experimental st
ies than are more practical but unsteady and flicke
turbulent diffusion flames. Steady laminar diffusi
flames also merit study because understanding
structure clearly is a necessary precursor to un
standing the structure of more complex unsteady
bulent diffusion flames. In addition, many aspects
steady laminar diffusion flames are relevant to
steady turbulent diffusion flames by application of t
widely recognized laminar flamelet concept of turb
lent diffusion flames of Bilger[1]. The present inves
tigation specifically considered the shapes of ste
laminar diffusion flames, which is a property that h
attracted numerous investigations since the cla
study of Burke and Schumann[2]. This interest fol-
lows because simple nonintrusive measurements y
flame shapes that can be used to evaluate predic
of laminar flame structure. A concern about measu
ments of the shapes of steady laminar diffusion flam
at normal gravity, however, involves the intrusi
of disturbances due to buoyancy caused by Ear
gravity, because such disturbances are not releva
practical diffusion flames that usually have relative
large flow velocities and are little affected by buo
ancy[3]. Thus, the present investigation sought m
surements of the shapes of classic steady, nonb
ant round hydrocarbon-fueled laminar-jet diffusi
flames burning in still air by exploiting the microgra
ity environments of both a flight-based orbiting spa
shuttle facility and a ground-based free-fall facil
and subsequently using these measurements to e
ate a simplified analysis of the shapes of these flam
In particular, the present study extended earlier w
along these lines by Urban et al.[4], Lin et al.[5], and
Sunderland et al.[6] that involved measurement diffi
culties due to effects of excessive radiative heat los
and uncertainties about the transient developmen
the test flames.

Earlier studies of the shapes of steady, nonbu
ant round hydrocarbon-fueled laminar-jet diffusi
flames have been reviewed by Urban et al.[4] and
Lin et al. [5]; therefore, the present discussion
past work is brief. Initial experimental studies
-

these flames were undertaken by Cochran and
workers[7–9] and Edelman and co-workers[10–12].
There were two concerns about these observati
however, as follows: (1) potential effects of tra
sient flame development for the limited test tim
of ground-based low-gravity facilities used to obta
nonbuoyant flames were difficult to assess, and (2)
luminous shapes of these hydrocarbon-fueled fla
were due largely to the presence of glowing soot pa
cles, which are known to be present beyond the fla
sheet where the local mixture fraction is stoichiom
ric (which was a concern because the flame sheet
the flame-shape condition used in early theories),
ticularly as the laminar smoke-point condition (t
first condition where the flame begins to emit so
as defined by Schug et al.[13]) is approached, se
Refs.[14–19].

Later studies of steady, nonbuoyant round hyd
carbon-fueled laminar-jet diffusion flames by Sund
land et al.[20], Urban et al.[4], and Lin et al.[5]
sought to rectify the limitations of earlier work. Su
derland et al.[20] emphasized flame-sheet propert
using a CH line filter (430± 5 nm) to block soot lu-
minosity so that the flame sheet could be observ
and sought to reduce effects of transient flame de
opment by observing flames at low pressures wh
characteristic residence times are small which te
to minimize transient effects. Measured flame-sh
lengths and diameters were compared with pre
tions of the simplified analyses of Klajn and Oppe
heim [21], Mahalingam et al.[22], and Roper[23],
finding that although all three approaches yield
good predictions of flame lengths, only the appro
of Klajn and Oppenheim[21] yielded good predic
tions of maximum flame diameters.

Urban et al.[4] and Lin et al.[5] measured soot
luminosity boundaries near the laminar smoke-po
conditions based on measurements obtained u
long-duration microgravity conditions provided b
the orbiting Space Shuttle Columbia (flights ST
83 and STS-94). Flame shape measurements
compared with predictions based on the simplifi
analysis of Spalding[24], described in more deta
by Kuo [25]. These predictions were promising u
ing an empirical approach to treat soot-luminos
lengths; however, these flames had large charact
tic residence times so that radiative heat losses f
them were significant. This caused radiative quen
ing near the flame tips, and tip-opening phenom
prevented a thorough evaluation of the flame-sh
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Nomenclature

AR flame aspect ratio,Lf/wmax
Cf empirical flame length parameter
Cw empirical maximum flame width para-

meter
d jet exit diameter
D mass diffusivity
Lo distance from jet exit to virtual origin
Lf distance from jet exit to the tip of either

the soot-luminosity boundary (near the
laminar smoke-point condition) or the
flame-sheet location

ṁ fuel mass flow rate from burner
p pressure
Re flame Reynolds number, 4̇m/(πdµ)

Reo jet exit Reynolds number, 4̇m/(πdµo)

r radial distance
Sc flame Schmidt number,ν/D

tch characteristic residence time, Eq.(1)
uo mean burner exit velocity, 4̇m/(πρod2)

w luminous flame diameter
wmax maximum luminous flame diameter
Zst stoichiometric mixture fraction
z streamwise distance
ζ normalized streamwise distance, Eq.(7)
µ dynamic viscosity
ν kinematic viscosity
ρ density

Subscript

o burner exit condition
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predictions of the simplified Spalding[24] approach,
in which effects of flame radiation were ignored.

Based on the previous discussion, the obj
tives of the present investigation were to und
take additional evaluation of the simplified flam
shape analysis of Spalding[24], considering lam-
inar flame lengths, maximum flame diameters a
luminous flame shapes for various burner diam
ters, burner flow rates, pressures, and hydroca
fuels for flames involving different degrees of so
content between the laminar soot- and smoke-p
conditions. This evaluation was based on new m
surements of flame-sheet boundaries for both s
free and soot-containing flames and soot-lumino
boundaries (near the laminar smoke-point conditi
carried out on the orbiting Space Shuttle Colum
(flight STS-107), emphasizing short characteris
residence times to avoid problems of quenching
tip opening due to excessive radiative heat losses
addition, predictions of flame-sheet locations w
compared with measurements from the free-fall
periments of Sunderland et al.[20] extending these
results from consideration of flame-sheet lengths
maximum flame-sheet diameters to consideration
complete flame-sheet shapes.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Flight experiments

Experimental methods for both the flight- a
ground-based tests are briefly described. The fl
test arrangement was nearly identical to that used
ing the earlier nonbuoyant round laminar-jet diffusi
flame flight experiments of Urban et al.[4] and Lin
et al. [5]; a sketch of this arrangement appears
Fig. 1. Laminar-jet diffusion flames were stabilize
at the exit of a round fuel nozzle located along
axis of a windowed cylindrical chamber. The cha
ber had a diameter of 400 mm, a maximum length
740 mm, and an internal volume of 0.082 m3, and was
operated at pressures of 35–130 kPa. The cham
was filled with oxygen/nitrogen mixtures to provid
the nominal composition of dry air (21± 1% oxygen
by volume). The pressure, temperature, and comp
tion of the gas surrounding the test flames all var
somewhat during flame burning periods due to
limited amount of air within the closed test cham
ber. The greatest change involved the compositio
the gas within the chamber; however, even this pr
erty was controlled so that the maximum oxygen c
sumption generally did not exceed 2% by volume d
ing the experiments. One exception was test 04E
(for Space Shuttle flight STS-107), involving an e
ylene/air flame at a total pressure of 49 kPa that
an unusually large fuel flow rate that yielded a cor
spondingly long flame (up to 140 mm long) where t
maximum oxygen consumption reached 4.0%. T
initial composition of the air within the test chamb
was maintained at 21% oxygen by volume by ve
ing the test chamber to space and adding fresh dr
prior to each test.

Over the entire test series, four fuel nozzles c
sisting of constant diameter cylindrical stainless-s
tubes having inside diameters of 0.40, 0.80, 1.
and 2.70 mm and lengths of 148 mm from the in
plenum were used. The inlets of the nozzles had fl
straighteners to prevent swirl, whereas the ove
length-to-diameter ratios of the passages were gre
than 55:1, which was sufficient to yield fully de
veloped laminar pipe flow at the nozzle exit (46�
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diffusion
Fig. 1. Laminar soot process (LSP) apparatus for flight experiments considering steady nonbuoyant round laminar-jet
flames in still air at microgravity conditions.
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Reo � 1186). The test fuels were stored in cylinde
and were delivered to the nozzles through a solen
valve, a mass flow rate controller and a flow limitin
orifice. The flames were ignited by a hot wire coil th
was retracted from the nozzle exit once ignition w
complete.

Flame operation was monitored by making the f
lowing measurements: fuel flow rate with an accura
of 0.8%, fuel temperatures at the nozzle inlet with
accuracy of±1.5 K, chamber pressures with an acc
racy of 1.2%, and chamber gas temperatures (far f
the flames) with an accuracy of±1 K. These measure
ments were recorded at a frequency of roughly 1 H

Soot-luminosity boundaries and flame-sheet
cations were measured from images obtained u
color CCD video cameras (Hitachi Model KP-05
during flights STS-83 and STS-94, and Panaso
Model WV-CD612 during flight STS-107). The cam
eras had a 125× 164-mm field of view and a dept
of field of 25 mm centered on the flame axis. T
spatial resolution of recorded images was better t
0.3 mm. It was not possible to adjust image brightn
on orbit during flights STS-83 and STS-94; therefo
camera settings were selected so that flames ha
the smallest levels of luminosity (based on free-
tests) could be observed which implied that fla
images generally were overexposed (although
sonably sharp images of luminous flame bounda
were still obtained). In contrast, the camera used d
ing flight STS-107 had automatic iris and gain co
trols that yielded uniform maximum brightness lev
for all these tests. Flame images were recorde
30 images/s. Measured luminous flame lengths a
diameters have estimated experimental uncertain
(95% confidence) less than 10%.
2.2. Ground-based experiments

The test arrangement used by Sunderland e
[20] provided information about the flame-she
shapes of nonbuoyant round soot-free and s
containing laminar-jet diffusion flames burning in st
air. As noted earlier, a CH line (at 430± 5 nm) fil-
ter was used to obtain images of the flame shee
the presence of soot luminosity for soot-contain
flames. This test arrangement was similar to the fli
test apparatus. A major difference, however, was
operation at microgravity was not continuous, si
ilar to the flight tests, but was limited to the 2.2
duration of the free-fall facility at the NASA Glen
Research Center. In this case the laminar-jet di
sion flames were also stabilized at the exit of rou
fuel nozzles located along the axis of a window
cylindrical chamber. The chamber had a diamete
250 mm, maximum length of 530 mm, and intern
volume of 0.027 m3, and was operated at pressures
25–98 kPa. Ambient air was used as the environm
for all the experimental results considered here. T
operating periods were short for these experime
therefore, the pressure, temperature, and compos
of the air surrounding the test flames varied to a n
ligible degree. The test chamber was evacuated
filled with fresh ambient air prior to each test.

Over the entire test series, four fuel nozzles c
sisting of 222-mm stainless-steel tubes having ins
diameters of 0.42, 0.85, 1.70, and 3.25 mm, w
used. There was no evidence of swirl flow at the n
zle exit, whereas the overall length to diameter ra
of the nozzle passages were greater than 68:1, w
was sufficient to yield fully developed laminar pip
flow at the nozzle exit (10� Reo � 625). The test fu-
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els were stored in a cylinder and were delivered
the nozzle via a pressure regulator, a solenoid va
a critical-flow orifice, a mass flow rate sensor, an
second solenoid valve. The flames were ignited a
release into the microgravity environment using a
tractable hot wire ignitor.

The present measurements were extended f
the flame-sheet lengths and maximum flame-shee
ameters found by Sunderland et al.[20] to flame-shee
shapes. Flame-sheet shapes were observed us
color CCD camera (Panasonic WV-CL352). Flam
luminosity variations were handled by varying the
cal lengths (16–50 mm) andf numbers (1.4–6.0) o
the camera lens. Spatial resolution was 0.1 mm
better. Measured flame sheet lengths and diame
have estimated experimental uncertainties (95% c
fidence) less than 5%.

2.3. Test conditions

The potential of the flames to have excessive
diative heat losses can be estimated from their c
acteristic residence times,tch, taken to be the time fo
the flow to convect from the burner exit to either t
soot-luminosity boundary or the flame-sheet locati
as follows:

(1)tch = 2Lf/uo.

In deriving this relationship, the average velocity
this convection process in a nonbuoyant flame w
taken to beuo/2 because streamwise velocities alo
the axis of nonbuoyant laminar-jet diffusion flam
decrease rather rapidly.

The test conditions of the flight-based microgra
ity experiments are summarized inTable 1. The re-
sults obtained during flights STS-83 and STS-94
volved flames near the laminar smoke-point con
tion; in addition, test flames 01E083 and 03E0
of flight STS-83 and 01E094 and 10P094 of flig
STS-94 had open tips and were actually soot em
ting. During the tests of flights STS-83 and STS-
all but test 03E083 of flight STS-83 and tests 03E0
and 17E094 of flight STS-94 involved flames that h
relatively large characteristic residence times and
cessive radiative heat losses that resulted in quenc
of the flame near its tip, yielding open-tipped flam
In contrast, flame residence times were reduced
the flames considered during flight STS-107, and
these flames involved relatively small radiative h
losses and had closed tips.

The ground-based test conditions are summar
in Table 2. In this case all the flames yielded flam
sheet locations and had closed-tip flame-sheets,
roughly half being soot-free flames and the other h
being soot-containing flames. Unfortunately, many
these flames had aspect ratios (ARs)<3, and were
not good candidates to evaluate the simplified Sp
ing [24] flame-shape analysis which involved the
sumption of relatively large aspect ratio flames sa
fying the boundary-layer approximations.

3. Theoretical methods

The objective of the analysis of flame shapes w
to develop a convenient way to interpret and c
relate measurements of soot-luminosity bounda
(near the laminar smoke-point condition) and flam
sheet locations. Thus, a set of easily used equat
was sought, combined with recommendations for
lecting thermochemical and transport properties
pearing in these equations to obtain good estim
of flame-shape properties, rather than a detailed
mulation that would require numerical solutions
a computer. This was done based on the simpli
analysis of the structure of nonbuoyant round lamin
jet diffusion flames due to Spalding[24]. In the fol-
lowing description of this analysis, the nozzle e
fluid is assumed to contain the fuel and the amb
fluid is assumed to contain the oxidant because
corresponds to the configuration of the flames use
evaluate the predictions (i.e., so-called inverse di
sion flames are not considered); in addition, this is
conventional configuration used to determine lami
soot- and smoke-point conditions which are use
properties for defining the degree to which diffusi
flames contain soot. The following description of t
analysis is brief; see Spalding[24], Kuo [25], and Lin
et al.[5] for more details.

Major assumptions of the flame-shape analy
of Spalding [24] are as follows: (1) steady roun
laminar-jet diffusion flames are burning at const
pressure in a still environment; (2) effects of buo
ancy and associated changes in potential energy
negligible; (3) the Mach number of the flow is sm
so that effects of viscous dissipation and change
kinetic energy can be ignored; (4) the flames hav
large aspect ratio so that effects of diffusion of m
(species) and momentum in the streamwise direc
are small and the boundary layer approximations
ply; (5) for the same reasons, the solution of
governing equations can be approximated by far-fi
conditions where the details of the initial conditions
the jet exit can be replaced by jet invariants repres
ing conservation of mass (elements) and momen
in the flow, in the integral sense; (6) all chemical
actions are fast and occur within a thin flame shee
that fuel and oxidant are never simultaneously pres
at finite concentrations; (7) the diffusivities of ma
(of all species) are equal, and the ratios of mass
momentum diffusivities are represented by a cons
Schmidt number; (8) all thermophysical and transp
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Table 1
Summary of flight-based testsa

Test Typeb d

(mm)
p

(kPa)
ṁ

(mg/s)
uo

c

(mm/s)
Reod tch

(ms)
Lf
(mm)

wmax
(mm)

AR

Flight STS-83, C2H4/air flames, Zst = 0.0636
01E083 OT/SE 1.60 100 1.84 820 138 121 49.3 13.7 3.6
03E083 CT/SE 1.60 50 1.84 1630 138 77 63.0 14.2 4.4

Flight STS-94, C2H4/air flames, Zst = 0.0636
01E094 OT/SE 1.60 100 0.71 320 54 130 20.6 12.6 1.6
02E094 CT/SP 1.60 50 0.76 670 57 53 17.7 13.1 1.4
03E094 CT/SP 1.60 50 1.29 1140 97 64 36.5 13.8 2.6
04E094 OT/SP 1.60 65 0.91 620 68 86 26.5 13.1 2.0
14E094 OT/SP 1.60 80 0.67 370 50 97 18.0 12.9 1.4
15E094 OT/SP 1.60 100 0.61 270 46 109 14.7 11.5 1.3
16E094 CT/SP 1.60 65 0.74 510 56 75 19.0 13.4 1.4
17E094 CT/SP 1.60 35 1.34 1690 100 40 34.0 14.7 2.3
05E094 OT/SP 2.70 65 1.14 270 51 215 29.1 21.4 1.4
06E094 OT/SP 2.70 80 1.16 230 51 269 30.3 20.9 1.4
07E094 OT/SP 2.70 100 1.08 170 48 302 25.5 19.6 1.3
08E094 OT/SP 2.70 50 1.38 430 62 173 37.3 21.4 1.7

Flight STS-94, C3H8/air flames, Zst = 0.0602
09P094 OT/SP 1.60 130 0.78 170 73 277 23.3 17.4 1.3
10P094 OT/SE 1.60 50 1.82 1020 172 120 61.4 18.8 3.3
11P094 OT/SP 1.60 65 1.22 530 116 144 38.1 17.4 2.2
12P094 OT/SP 1.60 100 0.88 250 83 218 27.1 16.6 1.6
13P094 OT/SP 1.60 80 1.04 370 99 177 32.4 17.2 1.9
18P094 CT/SP 1.60 80 0.82 290 78 164 23.9 16.9 1.4
19P094 OT/SP 1.60 100 0.71 200 67 191 19.0 16.1 1.2

Flight STS-107, C2H4/air flames, Zst = 0.0636
41E107 CT/SC 0.80 100 0.65 1120 98 27.6 17.1 6.5 2.6
02E107 CT/SP 0.80 100 1.46 2520 219 23.0 32.1 5.2 6.2
04E107∗ CT/SF 0.80 49 2.00 7060 299 8.6 34.2 5.7 6.0
04E107 CT/SP 0.80 49 3.96 13,980 595 14.3 110.2 10.1 10.9
05E107 CT/SC 0.80 48 1.99 7170 299 9.8 38.6 6.0 6.4
51E107 CT/SC 0.40 98 3.95 27,880 1186 5.3 81.1 4.9 16.6
52E107 CT/SC 0.40 99 1.51 10,550 453 6.2 35.9 3.8 9.4

Flight STS-107, C3H8/air flames, Zst = 0.0602
53E107 CT/SF 0.40 47 1.71 25,170 513 2.5 32.6 4.1 8.0
46P107 CT/SC 0.80 99 0.53 590 100 52.2 15.8 11.2 1.4
07P107 CT/SC 0.80 48 0.99 2270 188 22.4 26.1 7.9 3.3
08P107 CT/SP 0.80 100 1.21 1330 229 47.0 32.1 7.9 4.1
54P107 CT/SP 0.40 99 1.77 7870 671 12.4 50.0 5.4 9.3
55P107 CT/SP 0.40 99 1.77 7870 671 12.9 52.0 6.0 8.7

a Meaurements of Urban et al.[4] during STS-83, measurements of Lin et al.[5] during STS-94, and present measureme
during STS-107.

b Type: CT, closed tip; OT, open tip; SP, laminar smoke point; SE, soot emitting; SC, soot containing (between soot an
points); SF, soot free.

c Mean velocity based on fuel density at jet exit (nominal pressure and 300 K).
d Mean Reynolds number based on fuel viscosities at jet exit (300 K), i.e., 10.6 mg/(ms) for ethylene and 8.4 mg/(ms) for

propane.
t the
ses

m-
sity

ge

g
the
properties are assumed to be constant throughou
flame; and (9) effects of radiative and other heat los
are small. See Lin et al.[5] for a justification of these
approximations.

Based on the approximations that were just su
marized, the expression for either the soot-lumino
or flame-sheet length,Lf , becomes[5]
(2)(Lf − Lo)/d = 3CfReSc/(32Zst),

whereLo is a virtual origin used to extend the ran
of conditions under which Eq.(2) is useful,d is the
burner diameter,Cf is an empirical coefficient havin
a value on the order of unity that is used to treat
effect of soot luminosity on the flame length,Reis the
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d smoke
Table 2
Summary of ground-based testsa

Test Typeb d

(mm)
p

(kPa)
ṁ

(mg/s)
uo

c

(mm/s)
Reod tch

(ms)
Lf
(mm)

wmax
(mm)

AR

CH4/air flames, Zst = 0.0551
01M CT/SC 0.42 98 1.70 19,270 470 3.4 32.4 5.6 5.8
02M CT/SC 0.42 98 2.27 25,640 625 3.2 41.0 5.3 7.7
03M CT/SC 0.85 50 0.90 4950 123 8.0 19.8 9.9 2.0
04M CT/SC 0.85 98 0.89 2450 121 15.1 18.5 9.3 2.0
05M CT/SC 0.85 98 1.69 4650 230 13.8 32.1 9.7 3.3
06M CT/SF 0.85 98 0.42 1150 57 19.0 10.9 9.1 1.2
07M CT/SC 1.70 25 0.86 2360 58 19.9 23.4 22.6 1.0
08M CT/SF 1.70 25 0.42 1150 28 16.2 9.3 13.9 0.7
09M CT/SF 1.70 50 0.42 570 28 39.5 11.3 15.2 0.7
10M CT/SC 1.70 50 0.86 1180 58 41.7 24.5 20.1 1.2
11M CT/SC 1.70 50 0.86 1180 59 46.5 27.4 23.4 1.2
12M CT/SC 1.70 98 0.42 290 28 69.9 10.0 12.5 0.8
13M CT/SC 1.70 98 0.86 590 58 89.0 26.2 19.9 1.3
14M CT/SF 3.25 98 0.42 80 15 239 9.4 13.2 0.7
15M CT/SF 3.25 98 0.51 100 18 227 10.8 15.8 0.7

C2H6/air flames, Zst = 0.0588
16EA CT/SF 0.42 50 0.88 10,660 294 3.0 15.8 5.1 3.1
17EA CT/SF 0.85 25 0.13 740 21 7.7 2.8 4.6 0.6
18EA CT/SF 0.85 25 1.02 5960 165 7.9 23.9 12.2 2.0
19EA CT/SF 0.85 50 0.14 400 22 12.3 2.5 4.1 0.6
20EA CT/SC 0.85 50 2.06 6010 333 15.1 45.4 12.4 3.7
21EA CT/SF 1.70 50 1.02 740 83 68.6 25.5 21.0 1.2
22EA CT/SF 1.70 98 0.50 180 41 112.1 10.2 12.9 0.8
23EA CT/SF 3.25 25 0.55 220 23 96.9 10.7 16.7 0.6
24EA CT/SF 3.25 50 0.24 50 10 193 4.6 8.3 0.6
25EA CT/SF 3.25 50 1.06 210 45 201 21.3 26.3 0.8
26EA CT/SF 3.25 98 0.24 20 10 385 4.6 7.9 0.6
27EA CT/SF 3.25 98 0.50 50 21 379 9.5 14.2 0.7

C3H8/air flames, Zst = 0.0602
28P CT/SC 0.85 25 1.70 6780 312 10.6 36.0 14.2 2.5
29P CT/SC 0.85 25 2.18 8680 400 11.0 47.8 15.6 3.1
30P CT/SC 1.70 98 0.52 130 47 158 10.2 13.5 0.8
31P CT/SC 1.70 98 1.02 260 94 172 22.0 21.1 1.0
32P CT/SC 1.70 98 1.06 260 97 183 24.1 22.0 1.1
33P CT/SC 3.25 50 1.02 140 49 262 18.3 27.2 0.7
34P CT/SC 3.25 98 0.51 30 24 429 7.4 12.7 0.6
35P CT/SC 3.25 98 1.02 70 49 378 13.2 18.2 0.7
36P CT/SC 3.25 98 1.02 70 49 542 19.0 22.7 0.8

a Meaurements of Sunderland et al.[20].
b Type: CT, closed tip; OT, open tip; SP, laminar smoke point; SE, soot emitting; SC, soot containing (between soot an

points); SF, soot free.
c Mean velocity based on fuel density at jet exit (nominal pressure and 300 K).
d Mean Reynolds number based on fuel viscosities at jet exit (300 K), i.e., 12.7 mg/(ms) for methane, 10.6 mg/(ms) for

ethane, and 8.4 mg/(ms) for propane.
-
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for
flame Reynolds number,Scis the flame Schmidt num
ber (taken to have a constant value of 0.76 for pre
results), andZst is the stoichiometric mixture frac
tion (taken to be the mass fraction of the burner e
fluid when combined with the ambient fluid so th
the concentrations of fuel and oxidant in the mixtu
are present in stoichiometric proportions; seeTables 1
and 2for the values ofZst for the present flames
Noting that the expression used to findReis based on
the burner mass flow rate, Eq.(2) can be rearrange
to yield

(3)Lf − Lo = 3CfṁSc/(8πµZst),

whereṁ is the burner mass flow rate (which was t
fuel mass flow rate for present test conditions), a
µ is the dynamic viscosity, taken to have the value
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air at the average temperature of the flame from Br
et al. [26] because nitrogen dominates the compo
tion of the flame gases when hydrocarbons are bu
in air. The maximum flame diameter,wmax, is given
by the expression

(4)wmaxZst/d = Cw,

where the value ofCw from the Spalding[24] theory
is

(5)Cw = 9/16 at(z − Lo)/(Lf − Lo) = 9/16,

wherez is the streamwise distance from the burn
exit, and in this case there was no effect of soot c
tent in the flame on the value ofwmax. Finally, the
flame shape, i.e., the luminous flame diameter,w, as a
function of streamwise distance from the burner e
is given by

(6)wZst/d = 31/2ζ
(
ζ−1/2 − 1

)1/2
,

where

(7)ζ = (z − Lo)/(Lf − Lo).

Although flame-length properties are affected by
assumed transport properties of the flow and the p
ence of soot, as indicated by Eq.(2), flame-diameter
properties, and thus the flame shape, are only i
rectly affected by assumed transport properties
the presence of soot through the computation of fla
length, based on Eqs.(2)–(7).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Flame development

The general nature of the space-based test fla
observed during the earlier experiments carried
during Space Shuttle Columbia flights STS-83 a
STS-94 is discussed by Urban et al.[4] and Lin et
al. [5]. The typical operation of the present spa
based test flames during flight STS-107 can be s
from the plot of the monitoring measurements dur
tests 04E107 and 04E107∗ involving an ethylene/air
flame, having a burner diameter of 0.8 mm and
pressure of 49 kPa, illustrated inFig. 2. The follow-
ing flame properties are shown as a function of ti
after ignition: ignitor and soot sampler timing, fu
flow rate, ambient oxygen concentration (calcula
assuming stoichiometric combustion of the total m
of fuel injected up to a given time), luminous flam
length, maximum luminous flame diameter, plum
temperature at the flame axis, radiant heat flux, am
ent chamber temperature, and ambient chamber p
sure. Ignitor timing refers to hardware actuation wh
the ignitor heater coil is positioned near the exit of
Fig. 2. Monitoring measurements as a function of time
a typical flame during a flight experiment: ignitor and so
sampler timing, fuel flow rate, ambient oxygen concen
tion, luminous flame length, maximum luminous flame
ameter, plume axis temperature, radiometer output, cham
pressure and chamber temperature. Complete record of
itoring measurements for tests 04E107∗ and 04E107 for an
ethylene/air flame at 49 kPa for the 0.8-mm-diameter bur

burner nozzle and then removed; soot sampler sp
indicate insertion and retraction of four soot sampl
into the test flame. During this test, the aim was
initially view flames under near-soot-free (blue) co
ditions to observe flame-sheet properties; this co
tion is denoted as test 04E107∗ in Table 1. Thus, after
ignition for tests 04E107∗ and 04E107, the fuel flow
rate was maintained constant until the soot-free (b
flame condition was approached, providing results
noted as test 04E107∗; then the fuel flow rate wa
gradually increased until laminar smoke-point con
tions were approached, providing results denoted
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test 04E107. The latter condition produced a rat
large aspect ratio flame having a length of 110.2 m
One difficulty with the test illustrated inFig. 2, how-
ever, is that video observations of the flame were
terrupted in the period when imaging data for s
concentration and temperature distributions were
tained (this period is indicated by the dashed-line p
tions of the flame length and maximum flame dia
eter plots). The results exhibit the rather large deg
of oxygen consumption mentioned earlier for this t
due to the large fuel flow rate and relatively sm
chamber pressure.

The characteristic development time of the fla
illustrated in Fig. 2 is only 14.3 ms (seeTable 1),
which is short compared with the time scale used
Fig. 2. This accounts for the relatively rapid adju
ment of flame diameters and lengths to change
the burner fuel flow rate seen in this figure. Plum
axis temperatures reach large values mainly bec
the large flame length caused the tip of the flame
approach the thermocouple used for these tem
ature measurements. Flame radiation levels initi
increase in the period when the fuel flow rate is
creased and then decrease again as reduced a
ent oxygen concentrations cause flame temperat
to decrease. Variations of chamber temperature
-

pressure are modest over the duration of the test
to the relatively large volume of the test chamber u
for these experiments.

4.2. Flame lengths

Unlike earlier flight-based experiments in this s
ries obtained during flights STS-83 and STS-94,
cessive radiative heat losses, leading to quenc
of the flame tip and tip-opening behavior, did n
occur during the experiments of flight STS-107;
stead, all these flames were steady and had cl
tips. Steady, closed-tip flames were also observed
ing the flame-sheet location observations reported
Sunderland et al.[20], which also are considered
the following. As noted earlier, these tests involv
both soot-free and soot-containing flames; howe
an optical filter allowed the flame sheet to be obser
even when soot was present.

Measurements and predictions of luminous fla
lengths are illustrated inFig. 3, which is plotted
to demonstrate the simple relationship between
minous flame lengths and fuel flow rates throu
the burner suggested by Eq.(3). For these results
luminous flame lengths from tests carried out d
ing flights STS-83 and STS-94 involved the so
unction of
Fig. 3. Measured and predicted soot-luminosity and flame-sheet lengths of nonbuoyant hydrocarbon/air flames as a f
fuel flow rate. Measurements of Lin et al.[5], Sunderland et al.[20], and the present investigation as summarized inTables 1
and 2; predictions based on the extended Spalding[24] approach, Eq.(3).
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luminosity lengths (near laminar smoke-point co
ditions) and mainly were open-tip flames, althou
Lin et al. [5] noted that tip opening did not a
fect the length of the soot-luminosity boundaries
a significant degree. InFig. 3, solid symbols de-
note soot-luminosity lengths (near the laminar smo
point conditions), mainly from the flight-based e
periments of Urban et al.[4], Lin et al. [5], and the
present investigation. In contrast, open symbols
note flame-sheet lengths, mainly from the free-
experiments of Sunderland et al.[20], whereas half-
solid symbols denote soot-luminosity lengths un
intermediate conditions for flames between lami
soot- and smoke-point conditions, mainly from t
flight-based experiments of Urban et al.[4], Lin et
al. [5], and the present investigation. Predictions fr
the simplified analysis of Spalding[24] are also il-
lustrated on the plot, based on best-fit correlation
the measurements illustrated inFig. 3, yieldingCf =
1.13 for the soot-luminosity length of soot-containi
flames (near the laminar smoke-point condition) a
Cf = 0.56 for the flame-sheet length of both soot-fr
and soot-containing flames. Effects of the virtual o
gin were not large for the results illustrated inFig. 3;
therefore,Lo/d was taken to be zero to minimize th
complexity of the correlation of Eq.(3). This practice
is followed throughout the present article. In view
its simplicity, it is remarkable how well the Spald
ing [24] analysis provides correlations of the so
luminosity (near the laminar smoke-point conditio
and flame-sheet lengths with values ofCf on the or-
der of unity andLo/d small, as expected. Finally
the measurements of flame test 04E107, discu
in connection with the monitoring measurements
Fig. 2, provide a nice illustration of the way that lu
minous soot particles in the fuel-lean region of t
flames extend soot-luminosity lengths as the fuel fl
rate increases from the laminar soot-point condit
toward the laminar smoke-point condition. In part
ular, at small fuel flow rates near the start of comb
tion, this flame was relatively short, nearly blue, a
close to the laminar flame-sheet correlation inFig. 3,
whereas toward the end of observations this flame
quite long (the longest flame illustrated inFig. 3),
and was brightly luminous, with the soot-luminos
length approaching the laminar smoke-point corre
tion in Fig. 3.

4.3. Flame diameters

The normalized maximum flame diamet
wmaxZst/d , is simply a constant value, predicted
be equal to 9/16, according to Eqs.(4) and (5). This
implies that the maximum flame diameters of no
buoyant laminar-jet diffusion flames burning in st
air are only functions of the jet exit diameter and t
stoichiometric mixture fraction (the latter varying
only a relatively small degree for the present exp
iments based on the property values summarize
Tables 1 and 2). In addition, no particular variation o
the maximum flame diameter was observed as a fu
tion of the degree of soot present in the flames;
the maximum diameters of the flame-sheet loca
and the soot-luminosity boundary (near the lami
smoke-point condition) were essentially the same

Measured and predicted normalized maxim
flame diameters,wmaxZst/d , are plotted as a functio
of normalized flame length,Lf/d , in Fig. 4. Mea-
surements are illustrated for all the tests conside
during the present investigation, as summarized
Tables 1 and 2. Similar to the flame-length resul
illustrated inFig. 3, solid symbols denote maximum
soot-luminosity diameters (near the laminar smo
point condition), mainly from the flight experimen
of Urban et al.[4], Lin et al.[5], and the present inves
tigation; open symbols denote maximum flame-sh
diameters, mainly from the free-fall experiments
Sunderland et al.[20]; and half-solid symbols denot
maximum soot-luminosity diameters under interm
diate conditions for flames having lengths betwe
soot- and smoke-point conditions, mainly from t
flight experiments of Urban et al.[4], Lin et al. [5],
and the present investigation. As noted earlier,Lo/d

has been taken to be zero for all these results to m
imize the complexity of the correlation of Eqs.(4)
and (5). Finally, also as noted earlier, maximum so
luminosity and flame-sheet diameters were little
fected by the degree of soot present in the flames

ForLf/d < 10 in Fig. 4, the values ofwmaxZst/d

progressively increase with increasing values ofLf/d

and, thus, increasing values of the fuel flow rate. T
behavior is not surprising, however, because flam
having Lf/d < 10 generally have small aspect r
tios, AR< 3, and are not good candidates for app
cation of the boundary-layer approximations used
derive Eq.(4). In contrast, forLf/d > 10, the mea-
sured values ofwmaxZst/d are relatively indepen
dent of the flame length and yield a mean value
Cw = 0.65, with an uncertainty (95% confidence)
15%, whereas the simplified analysis of Spalding[24]
yieldsCw = 9/16= 0.56. Thus, the present measu
ments agree with the simplified Spalding[24] analysis
within the experimental uncertainties of the measu
ments.

The results of Eqs.(3) and (4), plotted inFigs. 3
and 4, highlight the fact that the length of stea
round nonbuoyant laminar-jet diffusion flames is p
portional to the fuel mass flow rate, and is affec
by the soot content of the flames, but is indep
dent of the burner diameter and pressure for gi
flame reactants. On the other hand, for flames ha
Lf/d > 10, the maximum flame diameter is propo
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Fig. 4. Measured and predicted maximum soot-luminosity and flame-sheet diameters of nonbuoyant hydrocarbon/air
a function of luminous flame length. Measurements of Urban et al.[4], Lin et al. [5], Sunderland et al.[20], and the presen
investigation as summarized inTables 1 and 2; predictions based on the extended Spalding[24] approach, Eq.(4).
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tional to the burner diameter, and is not affected
the soot content of the flames, the burner fuel fl
rate, or the pressure for given flame reactants. Thu
is possible to create long thin pencil-like flames, s
isfying the boundary-layer approximations, by usi
large fuel flow rates along with small burner diam
ters, at least for conditions not subject to flame lift
and blowout.

4.4. Flame shapes (flight-based experiments)

The final step in the evaluation of the simp
flame-shape analysis of Spalding[24] involved con-
sideration of complete luminous flame shapes for v
ious burner conditions and degrees of soot con
of the flames. This involved comparing the pred
tions of Eqs.(6) and (7)with measurements of flam
shapes for steady nonbuoyant round laminar-jet di
sion flames burning in still air, considering a varie
of changes of flame operating conditions to test
capabilities of the extended Spalding[24] analysis.
These results are described in the following cons
ering findings from both the flight- and ground-bas
experiments, with the flight-based experiments c
sidered first, in this section.
Photographs of three flames observed during
flight-based experiments (Fig. 5) show the effects o
fuel flow rate and burner diameter on the shape
ethylene-fueled flames burning in air at pressure
49–50 kPa. The test parameters of these flames
as follows: the left flame is from test 04E107∗ for a
burner diameter of 0.8 mm and a fuel flow rate
2.00 mg/s to yield a flame near the laminar soot-po
condition where the flame has just started to indic
the presence of soot, and the soot-luminosity bou
ary and the flame-sheet shape are nearly the s
the middle flame is from test 04E107 for a burner
ameter of 0.8 mm and a fuel flow rate of 3.96 mg/s
to yield a soot-luminosity boundary near the la
inar smoke-point condition; and the right flame
from test 03E94 for a burner diameter of 1.6 m
and a fuel flow rate of 1.29 mg/s to yield a soot-
luminosity boundary also near the laminar smo
point condition. Finally, the measured and predic
(with predictions from the extended Spalding[24]
analysis using the measured flame length to de
values of ζ ) soot-luminosity boundaries or flam
sheet shapes (whichever is appropriate) are illustr
for the same three flames inFig. 6. First, it is evi-
dent that the predictions are in excellent agreem
with the measurements for all three flames. Next,
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Fig. 5. Photographs of typical flames during the flight exp
iments illustrating effects of burner fuel flow rate and dia
eter for ethylene/air flames at 49–50 kPa: left, test 04E1∗
near the laminar soot point for the 0.8-mm-diameter bur
at a fuel flow rate of 2.00 mg/s; middle, test 04E107 nea
the laminar smoke point for the 0.8-mm-diameter burne
a fuel flow rate of 3.96 mg/s; and right, test 03E94 near th
laminar smoke point for the 1.60-mm-diameter burner a
fuel flow rate of 1.29 mg/s.

change of soot-luminosity boundaries for the left t
flames is caused by the fuel flow rate increase
brings the flame from the laminar soot-point con
tion to the laminar smoke-point condition. In this ca
the fuel flow rate nearly doubles, roughly doubli
the flame length based on Eq.(3), whereas the empir
ical flame length parameter,Cf , roughly doubles as
well due to spreading of luminous soot particles in
the fuel-lean portion of the flame as the flame tr
sitions from laminar soot- to smoke-point condition
Fig. 6. Measured and predicted flame shapes during the fl
experiments illustrating effects of burner fuel flow rate a
diameter for the test conditions considered inFig. 5; predic-
tions based on the extended Spalding[24] approach, Eqs.(6)
and (7).

These combined effects explain the roughly fourf
increase in flame length between the left and m
dle flames inFig. 6. Finally, the fact that the burne
diameter of the right flame is twice the burner dia
eter of the left two flames explains why the lumino
flame diameter of the right flame is twice the lum
nous flame diameters of the left two flames, throu
Eq.(4) of the extended Spalding[24] analysis.

Photographs of three flames observed during
flight-based experiments (Fig. 7) show effects of pres
sure and fuel type on soot-luminosity boundaries
the laminar smoke-point condition for a fixed burn
diameter of 0.8 mm. The test parameters of th
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Fig. 7. Photographs of typical flames during the flight exp
ments illustrating effects of pressure and fuel type for flam
using the 0.8-mm-diameter burner; left, test 04E107 for
ethylene/air flame near the laminar smoke point at 49
at a fuel flow rate of 3.96 mg/s; middle, test 02E107 for a
ethylene/air flame near the laminar smoke point at 100
at a fuel flow rate of 1.46 mg/s; and right, test 08P107 for
propane/air flame near the laminar smoke point at 100
at a fuel flow rate of 1.21 mg/s.

flames are as follows: the left flame is from te
04E107 for an ethylene-fueled flame at 49 kPa fo
fuel flow rate of 3.96 mg/s; the middle flame is from
test 02E107 for an ethylene-fueled flame at 100
for a fuel flow rate of 1.46 mg/s; and the right flame
is from test 08P107 for a propane-fueled flame
100 kPa for a fuel flow rate of 1.21 mg/s. Finally,
the measured and predicted (with predictions fr
the extended Spalding[24] analysis) soot-luminosity
boundaries are illustrated for the same three fla
Fig. 8. Measured and predicted flame shapes during the fl
experiments illustrating effects of pressure and fuel type
the test conditions considered inFig. 7; predictions based o
the extended Spalding[24] approach, Eqs.(6) and (7).

in Fig. 8. Similar toFig. 6, it is evident that the pre
dictions are in excellent agreement with the meas
ments for all three flames. Next, the change in len
of the left two flames results because increased p
sures decrease the laminar smoke-point flame le
for the present flames. The shorter length is reache
the higher pressure, however, because of the red
fuel flow rates between the left two flames, with neg
gible effects of pressure on the soot-luminosity fla
length which is evident from the results illustrat
in Fig. 3. Finally, the stoichiometric mixture frac
tion, Zst, and the laminar smoke-point flame leng
of ethylene- and propane-fueled flames are not v
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different, accounting for the similar soot-luminosi
boundaries of the rigth two flames inFigs. 7 and 8.

4.5. Flame shapes (ground-based experiments)

Photographs of three flames observed during
ground-based experiments of Sunderland et al.[20]
(Fig. 9) show effects of fuel flow rate, burner d
ameter, and pressure on the flame-sheet location
flames burning in air. The test parameters of th

Fig. 9. Photographs of typical flame sheets during
ground-based experiments illustrating effects of burner
ameter, fuel type, pressure, and fuel flow rate: left, test 16
for an ethane/air flame at 50 kPa for the 0.42-mm-diam
burner at a fuel flow rate of 0.88 mg/s; middle, test 01M
for a methane/air flame at 98 kPa for the 0.42-mm-diam
burner at a fuel flow rate of 1.70 mg/s; and right, test 05M
for a methane/air flame at 98 kPa for the 0.85-mm-diam
burner at a fuel flow rate of 1.69 mg/s.
flames are as follows: the left flame is from test 16
for a burner diameter of 0.42 mm with ethane as
fuel at 50 kPa and a fuel flow rate of 0.88 mg/s; the
middle flame is from test 01M for a burner diame
of 0.42 mm with methane as the fuel at 98 kPa a
a fuel flow rate of 1.70 mg/s; and the right flame i
from test 05M for a burner diameter of 0.85 mm w
methane as the fuel at 98 kPa and a fuel flow rat
1.69 mg/s. Finally, the measured and predicted (w
predictions from the extended Spalding[24] analy-
sis) flame-sheet locations are illustrated for the sa
three flames inFig. 10. First, similar to the results a
ready considered inFigs. 6 and 8, it is evident that
predictions are in excellent agreement with the m
surements for all three flames. Next,Zst is similar
for all the fuels considered during the present stu
whereas flame-sheet lengths are not affected sig
icantly as the pressure is changed; therefore, the
crease in flame length between the left two flam

Fig. 10. Measured and predicted flame-sheet locations
ing ground-based measurements illustrating effects of bu
diameter, fuel type, pressure, and fuel flow rate for the co
tions considered inFig. 9; predictions based on the extend
Spalding[24] approach, Eqs.(6) and (7).
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roughly doubling, is entirely explained by the appro
imate doubling of the fuel flow rate through Eq.(3).
Finally, the right two flames differ only in the burne
diameter, which has been doubled from test 01M
test 05M, which doubles the flame-sheet diameter
leaves the flame-sheet length unchanged, as exp
from Eqs.(3) and (4).

5. Conclusions

The luminous flame shapes of steady nonbu
ant round laminar-jet diffusion flames in still air we
studied using flight- and ground-based micrograv
facilities for the experimental observations to avo
buoyant disturbances due to Earth’s gravity. Test c
ditions for the flight-based measurements onbo
Space Shuttle Columbia (flights STS-83, STS-
and STS-107 reported by Urban et al.[4], Lin et
al. [5], and the present investigation) were as f
lows: ethylene- and propane-fueled flames burnin
still air at ambient temperatures of 300 K, ambie
pressures of 35–130 kPa, jet exit diameters of 0.
2.70 mm, and jet exit Reynolds numbers of 46–11
to yield luminous flame lengths of 15–110 mm; w
just a few exceptions, these test conditions invol
soot-luminosity boundaries (near the laminar smo
point condition). Test conditions for the ground-bas
experiments, based on 2.2-s free-fall results repo
by Sunderland et al.[20], were as follows: methane
ethane-, and propane-fueled flames burning in stil
at ambient temperatures of 300 K, ambient press
of 25–48 kPa, jet exit diameters of 0.42–3.25 m
and jet exit Reynolds numbers of 10–625 to yie
luminous flame lengths of 2.5–48 mm; these test c
ditions involved flame-sheet locations for flames c
taining various degrees of soot. The combined d
base was used to evaluate predictions of lumin
flame shapes based on the simple classic theor
nonbuoyant round laminar-jet diffusion flames in
still environment of Spalding[24], which was empir-
ically extended to treat effects of the presence of s
in the flames under the laminar smoke-point con
tion. The major conclusions of the study are as f
lows:

1. The flames can be classified into groups h
ing closed- and open-tip configurations, with the op
tips caused by radiative quenching near the flame
Tip opening, however, does not have a strong ef
on flame shape properties, except in the vicinity
the flame tip.

2. The simplified analysis of Spalding[24], em-
pirically extended to account for the presence of
minous soot particles beyond the flame sheet n
the laminar smoke-point condition, provides exc
lent correlations of flame-sheet and soot-luminos
boundaries.

3. The luminous length of the flames increa
by a factor of roughly two during transition from th
flame-sheet boundary to the soot-luminosity bou
ary at the laminar smoke point, due to the presenc
luminous soot particles beyond the flame sheet.

4. For given fuel and oxidant conditions, th
flame-sheet length is proportional to the fuel m
flow rate but is independent of the burner diame
therefore, long and thin (pencil-like) flames can
created using large fuel flow rates and small bur
diameters, as long as liftoff and blowout conditio
are not exceeded.

5. For given fuel and oxidant conditions, soo
luminosity shapes are qualitatively similar to t
properties of flame-sheet shapes discussed in con
sion 3, except that increasing either the fuel flow r
or the pressure tends to increase the luminous fl
length due to closer approach of the soot-lumino
boundary to the smoke-point condition with little co
responding effect on the maximum flame diamete

It should be noted that these conclusions hold
luminous flame lengths over the full range of the m
surements; however, the maximum luminous flam
diameter and flame-shape predictions were effec
only for sufficiently large flame aspect ratios, i.
Lf/d > 10 or AR> 3.
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